Media Release
Fraternity House Vandalism

The AAPD is actively investigating hate motivated vandalism at two off-campus University of Michigan fraternity houses. The locations are 1928 Geddes Avenue and 800 Oxford Road. This vandalism consists of homophobic and antisemitic symbols, including a swastika at one of the locations.

It is believed the vandalism occurred between 5pm July 17th and 6am July 18th. The AAPD is looking for assistance from community members who might have seen anything suspicious or who might have captured the suspect or suspects on doorbell cameras during this time period.

The Ann Arbor Police Department takes hate motivated crimes very seriously. Hate has no place in the City of Ann Arbor. Anyone with any further information can contact the AAPD tip line at 734.794.6939 or email the tip line at tips@a2gov.org.